Emulating atomic read/write shared objects in a message-passing system is a fundamental problem in distributed computing. Considering that network communication is the most expensive resource, efficiency is measured first of all in terms of the communication needed to implement read and write operations. It is well known that two communication round-trip phases involving in total four message exchanges are sufficient to implemented atomic operations. It is also known that under certain constraints on the number of readers with respect to the numbers of replica servers and failures it is possible to implement single-writer atomic objects such that each operation involves one round-trip phase, or two message exchanges.
Introduction
Emulating atomic [8] (or linearizable [7] ) read/write objects in message-passing environments is one of the fundamental problems in distributed computing. Atomicity is the most intuitive consistency semantic as it provides the illusion of a single-copy object that serializes all accesses such that each read operation returns the value of the latest preceding write operation. Solutions to this problem are complicated when the processors participating in implementing the service may fail and when the environment is asynchronous. To cope with processor failures, distributed object implementations like [1] use redundancy by replicating the object at multiple network locations (replica servers). Replication introduces the problem of consistency due to the fact that read and write operations may access different object replicas, some of which may contain obsolete object values.
The seminal work of Attiya, Bar-Noy, and Dolev [1] provided an algorithm, colloquially referred to as ABD, that implements single-writer/multiple-reader (SWMR) atomic objects in message-passing crashprone asynchronous environments. The ordering of operations is accomplished with the help of logical timestamps associated with each value. Here each operation is guaranteed to terminate as long as some majority of replica servers do not crash. Each write operation takes one communication round-trip phase, or round, involving two message exchanges and each read operation takes two rounds involving in total four message exchanges. Showing atomicity of the implementation relies on the fact that any two majorities have a non-empty intersection. Subsequently, [10] showed how to implement multi-writer/multiplereader (MWMR) atomic memory where both read and write operations involve two communication round trips involving in total four message exchanges.
The work by Dutta et al. [2] introduced a SWMR implementation where both reads and writes involve a single round consisting of two communication exchanges. Such an implementation is referred to as fast, and it was shown that this is possible only when the number of readers r is bounded with respect to the number of servers s and the server failures f , specifically by r < s f − 2, and when there is only a single writer in the system. An interesting observation made in [2] is that atomic memory may be implemented (using a max/min technique) so that each read and write operation complete in three communication exchanges. The authors however did not elaborate further on the inherent limitations that such a technique may impose on the distributed system. Several subsequent works, e.g., [4, 5, 6] , focused in relaxing the bound on the number of readers and writers in the service by proposing hybrid approaches where some operations complete in one and others in two rounds. In addition, [4] provides tight bounds on the number of rounds that read and write operations require in the MWMR model.
Contributions.
We address the gap between one-round and two-round implementations by examining the possibility of implementing aromic memory where read and write operations take "one and a half rounds," i.e., where operations complete in three message exchanges. For the asynchronous messagepassing environments with process crashes we first present a SWMR algorithm where read operations take three and write operations take two communication exchanges. Considering the MWMR setting, we show that it is impossible to guarantee atomicity when both read and write operations complete in three communication exchanges. We then present a MWMR implementation, where reads take three and writes take four communication exchanges. Both of our algorithms are optimal in terms of communication exchanges for settings without constraints on the number of participants. We rigorously reason about the correctness of the algorithms. Additional details are as follows.
1. We present a new SWMR algorithm for atomic objects in the asynchronous message-passing model with processor crashes. The write operation takes two communication exchanges and it is similar to the write operation of ABD. Read operations take three communication exchanges: (1) the reader sends a message to servers, (2) the servers share this information, and (3) once this is "sufficiently" done, servers reply to the reader. A key idea of the algorithm is that the reader returns the value that is associated with the minimum timestamp (cf. the observation in [2] Table 1 . Improvements in latency are obtained in a trade-off with communication complexity. We note that even though the message complexity of communication among servers is higher, in certain practical settings, e.g., data centers, servers are interconnected using low-latency, high-bandwidth communication links. Lastly, our results suggest that definitions of operation "fastness" (cf. [2, 5] ) need to reflect the relevant lower bounds without imposing restrictions on the number of readers in multi-reader settings and the number of writers in multi-writer settings.
Models and Definitions
The system consists of a collection of crash-prone, asynchronous processors with unique identifiers from a totally-ordered set I partitioned into: set W of writer identifiers, set R of reader identifiers, and set S of replica server identifiers with each server maintaining a copy of the object. Any subset of writers and readers, and up to f servers, f < |S| 2 , may crash at any time. Processors communicate by exchanging messages via asynchronous point-to-point reliable channels; messages may be reordered. For convenience we use the term broadcast as a shorthand denoting sending point-to-point messages to multiple destinations.
Executions. An algorithm A is a collection of processes, where process A p is assigned to processor p ∈ I. The state of processor p is determined over a set of state variables, and the state of A is a vector that contains the state of each individual process. Algorithm A performs a step, when some process p atomically (i) receives a message, (ii) performs local computation, (iii) sends a message. Each such action causes the state at p to change from pre-state σ p to a post-state σ ′ p . Also, the state of A changes from σ to σ ′ where σ contains state σ p for p and σ ′ contains state σ ′ p . An execution fragment is an alternating sequence of states and actions of A ending in a state. An execution is an execution fragment that starts with the initial state. We say that an execution fragment ξ ′ extends an execution fragment ξ if the last state of ξ is the first state of ξ ′ . A process p crashes in an execution if it stops taking steps; otherwise p is correct.
Atomicity. An implementation of a read or a write operation contains an invocation action (such as a call to a procedure) and a response action (such as a return from the procedure). An operation π is complete in an execution ξ, if ξ contains both the invocation and the matching response actions for π; otherwise π is incomplete. An execution is well formed if any process invokes one operation at a time. Finally we say that an operation π precedes an operation π ′ in an execution ξ, denoted by π → π ′ , if the response step of π appears before the invocation step in π ′ in ξ. Two operations are concurrent if neither precedes the other. The correctness of an atomic read/write object implementation is defined in terms of the atomicity (safety) and termination (liveness) properties. Termination requires that any operation invoked by a correct process eventually completes. The atomicity property is defined following [9] . For any execution ξ, if all invoked read and write operations are complete, then the operations can be partially ordered by an ordering ≺, so that the following properties are satisfied:
P1 The partial order ≺ is consistent with the external order of invocation and responses, that is, there do not exist operations π and π ′ , such that π completes before π ′ starts, yet π ′ ≺ π.
P2 All write operations are totally ordered and every read operation is ordered with respect to all writes.
P3 Every read operation returns the value of the last write preceding it in the partial order, and any read operation ordered before all writes returns the initial value of the object.
Efficiency Metrics and Message Exchanges. Efficiency of implementations is assessed in terms of message complexity that measures the worst-case number of messages exchanged during an operation, and operation latency that is determined by the computation time and the communication delays. Computation time accounts for the computation steps that the algorithm performs in each read or write operation. Communication delays are measured in terms of communication exchanges, defined next. The protocol implementing each operation involves a collection of sends (or broadcasts) of typed messages and the corresponding receives. Communication exchange within an execution of an operation is the set of sends and receives for the specific message type within the protocol. Note that using this definition, traditional implementations in the style of ABD are structured in terms of rounds, cf. [1, 3, 6] , where each round consists of two message exchanges, the first, a broadcast, is initiated by the process executing an operation, and the second, a convergecast, consists of responses to the initiator. The number of messages that a process expects during a convergecast depends on the implementation. For example, if a process expects messages from a majority of serves, then |S| 2 + 1 messages are sufficient.
SWMR Algorithm Oh-SAM
We now present our SWMR algorithm Oh-SAM: One and a half Round Single-writer Atomic Memory. The pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1. The write operation takes two communication exchanges (similarly to ABD). Read operations take three communication exchanges: (1) the reader sends message to servers, (2) each server that receives the request relays the request to all servers, and (3) once a server receives the relay for a particular read from a majority of servers, it replies to the reader. The read completes once it collects a majority of these replies. A key idea of the algorithm is that the reader returns the value that is associated with the minimum timestamp. Now we give additional details.
Counter variables read op, operations and relays are used to help processes identify "new" read and write operations, and distinguish "fresh" from "stale" messages (since messages can be reordered). The value of the object and its associated timestamp, as known by each process, are stored in variables v and ts respectively. Set Q, at each reader r i , stores all the received messages. Variable minT S holds the minimum timestamp discovered in the received messages.
Writer Protocol. Writer w increments its local timestamp ts and broadcasts a writeRequest message to servers s ∈ S (lines 23-24). It terminates when at least |S|/2 + 1 replies are collected (lines 25-26).
Read Protocol. Reader r creates a readRequest, with its id r and its local operation counter read op, and broadcasts this message to servers s ∈ S (line 10). It then waits to collect at least |S|/2 + 1 messages from servers. When "fresh" messages are collected from a majority of servers, the reader returns the value v associated with the minimum ts among the received messages (lines 14-16).
Algorithm 1 Reader, Writer, and Server Protocols for SWMR algorithm Oh-SAM 1: At each reader r i 2: Variables:
read op ← read op + 1 10:
broadcast ( readRequest, r i , read op ) to S 11:
wait until |S|/2 + 1 server messages m 12:
with (m.read op = read op) 13:
Let Q = { s, m |r i received m from s} 14:
minT S ← min{m.ts Server Protocol.
(1) Upon receiving message readRequest, r i , read op , the server creates a readRelay message, with its pair ts, v and its id s i and broadcasts it to all servers s ∈ S (lines 35-36).
(2) Upon receiving message readRelay, ts ′ , v ′ , r i , read op server s compares its local timestamp ts with ts ′ enclosed in the message. If ts < ts ′ , then s sets local timestamp-value pair to the ones enclosed in the message, i.e. (3) Upon receiving message writeRequest, ts ′ , v ′ , w server s compares its local timestamp ts with the received one, ts ′ . If ts < ts ′ , then the server updates its local timestamp and local value to be equal to the ones in the received message ts, v = ts ′ , v ′ (lines 38-39). In any other case, no updates are taking place. Finally, the server sends an acknowledgement message to the requesting writer.
Correctness of SWMR Algorithm Oh-SAM
To prove correctness of algorithm Oh-SAM (Algorithm 1) we show that the liveness (termination) and atomicity (safety) properties are satisfied. The termination is satisfied with respect to our failure model: up to f servers may fail, where f < |S|/2 and each operation waits for messages from a majority of servers, |S|/2 + 1. We now present the proof, with selected details given in the appendix. Atomicity. To prove the atomicity properties we order operations by means of the timestamps used by each operation, expressing the required (to be proved) partial order as follows.
A1 If a read ρ succeeds a write ω, where ω writes value with timestamp ts and ρ returns the value for timestamp ts ′ , then ts ′ ≥ ts.
A2 If a write operation ω 1 that writes the value with timestamp ts 1 precedes a write operation ω 2 that writes the value with timestamp ts 2 , i.e., ω 1 → ω 2 , then ts 2 > ts 1 .
A3 If ρ 1 and ρ 2 are two read operations such that ρ 1 → ρ 2 and ρ 1 returns the value with timestamp ts 1 and ρ 2 returns the value with timestamp ts 2 , then ρ 2 returns ts 2 ≥ ts 1 .
Property A2 follows from well-formedness of the sole writer in the system and the fact that the writer always increments the timestamp. For paucity of space we present the complete proofs for lemmas 1 and 2 in the optional Appendix. It is easy to see that the ts variable in each server s is monotonically increasing. This leads to the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a server s replies with a timestamp ts at time T , then
server s replies with a timestamp ts ′ ≥ ts at any time T ′ > T .
Lemma 2
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a server s receives a timestamp ts from process p, then s attaches a timestamp ts ′ ≥ ts in any subsequent message it sends.
As a next step we show how atomicity Property A3 is satisfied.
Lemma 3 (Property A3)
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if ρ 1 and ρ 2 are two read operations such that ρ 1 precedes ρ 2 , i.e., ρ 1 → ρ 2 , and ρ 1 returns the value for timestamp ts 1 , then ρ 2 returns the value for timestamp ts 2 ≥ ts 1 .
Proof. Let the two operations ρ 1 and ρ 2 be invoked by processes with identifiers r 1 and r 2 respectively (not necessarily different). Also, let RSet 1 and RSet 2 be the sets of servers that sent a readAck message to r 1 and r 2 during ρ 1 and ρ 2 .
Assume by contradiction that read operations ρ 1 and ρ 2 exist such that ρ 2 succeeds ρ 1 , i.e., ρ 1 → ρ 2 , and the operation ρ 2 returns a timestamp ts 2 that is smaller than the ts 1 returned by ρ 1 , i.e., ts 2 < ts 1 . According to our algorithm, ρ 2 returns a timestamp ts 2 that is smaller than the minimum timestamp received by ρ 1 , i.e., ts 1 , if ρ 2 obtains ts 2 and v in the readAck message of some server s x ∈ RSet 2 , and ts 2 is the minimum timestamp received by ρ 2 .
Let us examine if s x replies with ts ′ and v ′ to ρ 1 , i.e., s x ∈ RSet 1 . By Lemma 1, and since ρ 1 → ρ 2 , then it must be the case that ts ′ ≤ ts 2 . According to our assumption ts 1 > ts 2 , and since ts 1 is the smallest timestamp sent to ρ 1 by any server in RSet 1 , then it follows that r 1 does not receive the readAck message from s x , and hence s x / ∈ RSet 1 . Now let us examine the actions of the server s x . From the algorithm, server s x collects readRelay messages from a majority of servers in S before sending a readAck message to ρ 2 (lines 49 -50). Let RRSet sx denote the set of servers that sent readRelay to s x . Since, both RRSet sx and RSet 1 contain some majority of the servers then it follows that RRSet sx ∩ RSet 1 = ∅.
This means that there exists a server s i ∈ RRSet sx ∩ RSet 1 , which sent (i) a readAck message to r 1 for ρ 1 , and (ii) a readRelay message to s x during ρ 2 . Note that s i sends a readRelay for ρ 2 only after it receives a read request from ρ 2 (lines 35-36). Since ρ 1 → ρ 2 , then it follows that s i sent the readAck to ρ 1 before sending the readRelay to s x . Thus, by Lemma 2, if s i attaches a timestamp ts s i in the readAck to ρ 1 , then s i attaches a timestamp ts ′ s i in the readRelay message to s x , such that ts ′ s i ≥ ts s i . Since ts 1 is the minimum timestamp received by ρ 1 , then ts s i ≥ ts 1 , and hence ts ′ s i ≥ ts 1 as well. By Lemma 2, and since s x receives the readRelay message from s i before sending a readAck to ρ 2 , it follows that s x sends a timestamp ts 2 ≥ ts ′ s i . Therefore, ts 2 ≥ ts 1 and this contradicts our initial assumption. We now show that any read operation following a write operation receives readAck messages from the servers where each included timestamp is at least the one returned by the complete write operation.
Lemma 4
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a read operation ρ succeeds a write operation ω that writes ts and v, i.e., ω → ρ, and receives readAck messages from a majority of servers RSet, then each s ∈ RSet sends a readAck message to ρ with a timestamp ts s s.t. ts s ≥ ts.
Proof. Suppose that W Set is the set of servers that send a writeAck message to the write operation ω and let RRSet denote the set of servers that sent readRelay messages to server s.
According to lemma assumption, write operation ω is completed. By Lemma 2, we know that if a server s receives a timestamp ts from a process p at some time T , then s attaches a timestamp ts ′ s.t. ts ′ ≥ ts in any message sent at any time T ′ ≥ T . This, means that every server in W Set, sent a writeAck message to ω with a timestamp greater or equal to ts. Hence, every server s x ∈ W Set has a timestamp ts sx ≥ ts. Let us now examine a timestamp ts s that server s sends to read operation ρ.
Before server s sends a readAck message to ρ, it must receive readRelay messages from the majority of servers, RRSet (lines 49 -50). Since both W Set and RRSet contain a majority of servers, then W Set ∩ RRSet = ∅. By Lemma 2, any server s x ∈ W Set ∩ RRSet has a timestamp ts sx s.t. ts sx ≥ ts. Since server s x ∈ RRSet and from the algorithm, server's s timestamp is always updated to the highest timestamp it noticed (lines 42-43), then when server s receives the message from s x , it will update its timestamp ts s s.t. ts s ≥ ts sx . Furthermore, server s creates a readAck message for ρ where it includes its local timestamp and its local value, ts s , v s (lines 49-50). Each s ∈ RSet sends a readAck to ρ with a timestamp ts s s.t. ts s ≥ ts sx ≥ ts. Therefore, ts s ≥ ts holds and the lemma follows.
At this point we want to show that if a read operation succeeds a write operation, then it returns a value at least as recent as the one written.
Lemma 5 (Property A1) In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a read ρ succeeds a write operation ω that writes timestamp ts, i.e. ω → ρ, and returns a timestamp ts ′ , then ts ′ ≥ ts.
Proof. Let's suppose that read operation ρ receives readAck messages from a majority of servers RSet. By lines 14 -16 of the algorithm, it follows that ρ decides on the minimum timestamp, ts ′ = ts min, among all the timestamps in the readAck messages of the servers in RSet. From Lemma 4, ts min ≥ ts holds, where ts is the timestamp written by the last complete write operation ω, then ts ′ = ts min ≥ ts also holds. Therefore, ts ′ ≥ ts holds and the lemma follows.
And the main result of this section follows.
Theorem 6 Algorithm Oh-SAM implements an atomic SWMR register.
Impossibility Result
We next show that it is impossible to implement atomic read/write objects in an asynchronous, messagepassing system with crash-prone processors where read and write operations take three communication exchanges. We consider algorithms that implement a write operation π invoked by process p according to the following three-phase scheme: (1) the invoker p sends a message to a set of servers; (2) each server that receives the message from p sends a certain relay message to a set of servers; and (3) once a server receives "enough" relay messages it replies to p. Each phase involves a communication exchange.
To motivate the proof, we briefly explain why it is reasonable to use such a three-phase scheme. First of all, the servers cannot know about a write operation unless the corresponding writer contacts them, thus it must be the writer who initiates phase (1). Moreover, since asynchrony makes it impossible to distinguish slow servers from crashed servers, the writer must include all servers in this phase. In phase (3) it must be the servers who inform the writer about the status/completion of the write operation. Otherwise, either the third phase is unnecessary for the writer, or the writer will wait indefinitely. From the above reasoning, phase (2) must be the transitional phase for the servers to move from phase (1) to phase (3). Hence, phase (2) must facilitate the dissemination of the information regarding any write operation to the rest of the servers.
We use the notation rcv(π) s,p to denote the receipt at server s of an operation request for an operation π from process p. Similarly, we denote by rcv relay(π) s,s ′ the receipt at s of the relay sent by s ′ for π. Proof. We assume to derive a contradiction that there exists such an implementation A. Let {w 1 , w 2 } be the two writers and {r 1 , r 2 } the two readers. We build a series of executions and we examine if atomicity can be preserved.
Consider an execution ξ 1 that contains two write operations ω 1 and ω 2 , performed by w 1 and w 2 respectively, such that ω 1 → ω 2 . We assume that all servers in S receive the messages of the two writes and send relay messages. Some specific server s k receives all these relays, while the rest of servers receive the relay messages from all servers, except those from server s k . In more detail, for each server ∀s i , s j ∈ S − {s k } the receipt of the messages is in the following order: (i)
(ii) rcv relay(ρ 1 ) s k ,s j , ∀s j ∈ S. As before, assume that all servers receive the relays in the same order. Reader r 1 receives replies from all servers. Since every server receives the same messages in the same order then all servers (including s k ) reply to r 1 with the same value, say v ω 2 . Also, since ω 1 → ω 2 → ρ 1 in ξ ′ 1 , then ρ 1 must return the value written by ω 2 in ξ ′ 1 to preserve atomicity. Let ξ 2 be similar to ξ 1 but the write operations are performed in the reverse order, i.e., ω 2 → ω 1 . In particular, each server ∀s i , s j ∈ S − {s k } receives the messages in the following order: (i) rcv(ω 2 ) s i ,w 2 , (ii) rcv relay(ω 2 ) s i ,s j , (iii) rcv(ω 1 ) s i ,w 1 , and (iv) rcv relay(ω 1 ) s i ,s j . The messages are delivered in the same order as in ξ 1 . Let us now extend ξ 2 by a read operation ρ 1 and obtain ξ ′ 2 . Moreover, let the messages due to the read operation be delivered in the same manner as in ξ ′ 1 . In other words: (i) all servers receive the messages from the reader, (ii) all servers receive relays from all other servers except s k , and (iii) s k receives the relays from all servers. The reader in ξ ′ 2 receives all replies from the servers. Since, in ξ ′ 2 the operation order is ω 2 → ω 1 → ρ 1 , then ρ 1 must return the value written by ω 1 in ξ ′ 2 to preserve atomicity. Again here notice that the servers reply with the same value, say v ω 1 .
Consider now an execution ξ 3 where the two write operations are concurrent. In this case there is a set of servers that receive the write request from ω 1 before the request of ω 2 , and another set of servers that receive the two requests in the reverse order. In particular we split the set of servers into two sets S 1 ⊆ S − {s k } and S 2 ⊆ S − {s k }, s.t. S 1 ∩ S 2 = ∅. The following table presents the order in which each server in S 1 and S 2 receives the messages:
• rcv relay(ω 1 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S 1 • rcv(ω 2 ) si,w2
• rcv relay(ω 2 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S − {s k } • rcv relay(ω 1 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S 2
• rcv(ω 2 ) si,w2
• rcv relay(ω 2 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S 2 • rcv(ω 1 ) si,w1
• rcv relay(ω 1 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S − {s k } • rcv relay(ω 2 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S 1 Let us assume that each server in S 1 sends a relay for ω 1 before receiving the request for ω 2 and each server in S 2 sends a relay for ω 2 before receiving the request for ω 1 . Server s k receives the messages as the servers in one of the sets S 1 and S 2 and in addition it receives its own relays. We say that s k follows scheme1 if it receives the messages in the same order as any server in S 1 , or s k follows scheme2 otherwise. The table presents the messages at s k in each scheme:
• rcv relay(ω 1 ) s k ,sj , ∀s j ∈ S • rcv relay(ω 2 ) si,sj , ∀s j ∈ S 1 Let s k follows scheme2 in ξ 3 . We extend ξ 3 by a read operation ρ 1 with the same communication as in executions ξ ′ 1 and ξ ′ 2 , and we obtain ξ ′ 3 . Notice that if S 1 = S − {s k }, S 2 = ∅, and s k follows scheme1, then no process can distinguish ξ ′ 3 from ξ ′ 1 . Thus, in this case each server replies with v ω 2 and ρ 1 returns the value written in ω 2 . If on the other hand S 2 = S − {s k }, S 1 = ∅, and s k follows scheme2, then no process can distinguish ξ ′ 3 from ξ ′ 2 . Thus, in this case each server replies with v ω 1 and ρ 1 returns the value written in ω 1 .
Let us examine what happens in ξ ′ 3 when neither S 1 nor S 2 is empty. Consider the relays received by a server s ∈ S 1 . First, s receives relays from every server s j ∈ S 1 . Since each server in S 1 sends a relay for ω 1 before receiving the request for ω 2 , then each of those relays do not include any information about ω 2 . Similarly, each relay received by any server in S 2 for ω 2 declares the existence of ω 2 and not ω 1 . The relays however received for ω 2 from each server s j ∈ S 1 declares that ω 1 happened before ω 2 and similarly every relay received for ω 1 from each server s j ∈ S 2 declares that ω 2 happened before ω 1 . Also any relay for ρ 1 received by s from servers in S 1 , declare that ω 1 appeared before ω 2 , and any relay from servers in S 2 that ω 1 appeared before ω 2 . With similar arguments we can show that any relay received at a server s ∈ S 2 from a server in S 1 , declares that ω 1 happened before ω 2 and any relay from a server S 2 declares that ω 2 happens before ω 1 .
Let us examine now the relays sent and received in executions ξ ′ 1 and ξ ′ 2 . Each server s ∈ S sends a relay for ω 1 before receiving the write request for ω 2 . On the other hand, s sends a relay for ω 2 after receiving both requests, first from ω 1 and then from ω 2 . So every relay of ω 1 received at a server s ′ ∈ S bears no information about ω 2 , and every relay of ω 2 declares that ω 1 happened before ω 2 . A similar situation happens in ξ ′ 2 with every relay of ω 2 , not aware of ω 1 , and every relay of ω 1 to declare that ω 2 appeared before ω 1 . According to our assumptions, each s ∈ S replies with a value v ω 2 in ξ ′ 1 and with value v ω 1 in ξ ′ 2 . So all relays received in ξ ′ 1 declare that ω 1 occurs before ω 2 , and all relays received in ξ ′ 2 declare that ω 2 occurs before ω 1 . This is also the case in ξ ′ 3 when either S 1 = S − {s k } or S 2 = S − {s k }. But what would be the value returned by a server s if some of the relays declare that ω 1 is before ω 2 , and some that ω 2 is before ω 1 . Since, when S 1 = S − {s k } and S 2 = ∅, s returns v ω 2 , and, when S 1 = ∅ and S 2 = S − {s k }, s returns v ω 1 , then there should be a point for s that changes its decision from v ω 2 to v ω 1 depending on the number of relays that declare that ω 1 occurs before ω 2 , and the number of relays that declare otherwise. In particular, there exists a number x s.t, if s witnesses x relays before declaring that ω 1 occurs before ω 2 , and |S| − x relays to declare otherwise, then it returns v ω 2 . If now x − 1 relays result in declaring ω 1 occuring before ω 2 , and |S| − x + 1 relays resulting in declaring otherwise, then server s replies with v ω 1 . We fix |S 1 | = x − 1 and |S 2 | = |S| − x in ξ ′ 3 . Since no server receives relays from s k , then every server receives x − 1 relays (members of S 1 ) that declare that ω 1 occurs before ω 2 . Thus all servers reply with v ω 2 to ρ 1 . Hence ρ 1 returns ω 2 . We extend ξ ′ 3 by a second read operation ρ 2 from r 2 to obtain ξ ′′ 3 . Every server receives the request from ρ 2 and relays ρ 2 , and each server receives the relays from all other servers, this time including the relay of ρ 2 from s k . Since s k follows scheme2, then every server observes that x − 1 relays result in declaring that ω 1 occurs before ω 2 , and |S| − x + 1 relays result in the opposite. Thus all servers reply with v ω 2 to ρ 2 as well and hence ρ 2 returns v ω 2 in ξ ′′ 3 . Consider finally an execution ξ 4 , which is exactly the same as ξ ′′ 3 , with the difference that s k follows scheme1 instead of scheme2. Since no server receives relay messages from s k during ρ 1 , then all servers receive the same messages in ξ 4 as in ξ ′′ 3 and they cannot distinguish the two executions. Thus, all servers observe x − 1 relays that witness ω 1 before ω 2 and reply with v ω 2 to ρ 1 . As in ξ ′′ 3 , ρ 1 returns v ω 2 . When ρ 2 is performed, as before all servers receive the request of ρ 2 , they relay ρ 2 and each server receives the relays from all the other servers this time including the relay of ρ 2 from s k . However, since s k follows scheme1 then each server observes that x relays (the members of S 1 and s k ) witnessed ω 1 before ω 2 . Thus, all servers reply according to our assumption with v ω 1 to ρ 2 , and ρ 2 returns v ω 1 . However, since ρ 1 → ρ 2 , read ρ 2 violates atomicity.
MWMR Algorithm Oh-MAM
Motivated by the impossibility result, we sought a solution that involves three or four communications exchanges per operation. We now present our MWMR algorithm Oh-MAM: One and a half Round Multiwriter Atomic Memory. We need to impose an ordering on the values that are concurrently written by multiple writers. Since writers may have the same local timestamp, we differentiate them by associating each value with a tag consisting of a pair of a timestamp ts and the id of the writer. We use lexicographic comparison to order tags (cf. [10] ). The read protocol is identical to the SWMR setting, thus in Algorithm 2 we present only the pseudocode for writer and server processes. write op ← write op + 1 58:
broadcast ( discover, write op, w i ) ∀s ∈ S 59:
wait until |S|/2 + 1 discoverAck messages m 60:
with (write op = m.write op) 61:
Let Q = { s, m |r i received message m from s} 62:
maxT S ← max{m. Writer Protocol. This protocol is similar to [10] . When a write operation is invoked, a writer w broadcasts a discover message to all servers (line 58), and waits for |S|/2 + 1 discoverAck messages. Once the discoverAck messages are collected, writer w determines the maximum timestamp maxT S from the tags (line 62) and creates a new local tag tag, in which it assigns its id and sets the timestamp to one higher than the maximum, tag = maxT S + 1, w i (line 63). The writer then broadcasts a writeRequest message, including this tag, the value to be written, and its write operation, tag, v, and write op to all servers (line 65). It then waits for |S|/2 + 1 writeAck messages (line 66) before terminating.
Server Protocol. Servers react to messages from the readers exactly as in Algorithm 1. Here we describe server actions for discover and writeRequest messages.
(1) Upon receiving message discover, write op, w i , server s attaches its local tag and local value in a new discoverAck message that it sends to writer w i .
(2) Upon receiving a writeRequest message a server compares its local tag tag s with the received tag tag ′ . In case where the message is not stale and server's local tag is older, tag s < tag ′ , it updates its local timestamp and local value to those received (lines 77-79). Otherwise, no update takes place. Server s acknowledges this operation to writer w i by sending it a writeAck message (line 80).
Correctness of MWMR Algorithm Oh-MAM
Termination of Algorithm 2 is satisfied with respect to our failure model as in Section 4. Atomicity is determined by lexicographically order the tags (instead of timestamps) in properties A1, A2, and A3 given in Section 4. Properties A1 and A3 can be proven as in Lemmas 3, 4, and 5. For paucity of space the complete proofs are in the optional Appendix. It is easy to see that the tag variable in each server s is monotonically increasing. This leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 8
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a server s receives a tag with value tag from process p, then s encloses a tag with value tag ′ ≥ tag in any subsequent message.
Lemma 9 (Property A2) In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a write operation ω 1 writes a value with tag tag 1 then for any succeeding write operation ω 2 that writes a value with tag tag 2 we have tag 2 > tag 1 .
Proof. Let W Set 1 be the set of servers that send a writeAck message within write operation ω 1 . Let Disc 2 be the set of servers that send a discoverAck message within write operation ω 2 .
Based on the assumption, write operation ω 1 is complete. By Lemma 8, we know that if a server s receives a tag tag from a process p , then s includes tag tag ′ s.t. tag ′ ≥ tag in any subsequently message. Thus the servers in W Set 1 send a writeAck message within ω 1 with tag at least tag tag 1 . Hence, every server s x ∈ W Set obtains tag tag sx ≥ tag 1 .
When write operation ω 2 is invoked, it obtains the maximum tag, max tag, from the tags stored in at least a majority of servers. This is achieved by sending discover messages to all servers and collecting discoverAck replies from a majority of servers forming set Disc 2 (lines 58-62 and 74-75).
Sets W Set 1 and Disc 2 contain a majority of servers, and so W Set 1 ∩ Disc 2 = ∅. Thus, by Lemma 8, any server s k ∈ W Set ∩ Disc 2 has a tag tag s k s.t. tag s k ≥ tag sx ≥ tag 1 . Furthermore, the invoker of ω 2 discovers a max tag s.t. max tag ≥ tag s k ≥ tag sx ≥ tag 1 . The invoker updates its local tag by increasing the maximum tag it discovered, i.e. tag 2 = max tag + 1, v (line 63), and associating tag 2 with the value to be written. We know that, tag 2 > max tag ≥ tag 1 , hence local tag > tag 1 . Now the invoker of ω 2 includes its tag local tag with writeRequest message to all servers, and terminates upon receiving writeAck messages from a majority of servers. By Lemma 8, ω 2 receives writeAck messages with a tag tag 2 s.t. tag 2 ≥ local tag > tag 1 hence tag 2 > tag 1 , and the lemma follows.
Theorem 10 Algorithm Oh-MAM implements an atomic MWMR register.
Implementation Efficiency
We now discuss the efficiency of our algorithms given in terms of latency of read and write operations, and the message complexity for each operation. We have earlier summarized these results in Table 1 , where the complexity of Oh-SAM (Algorithm 1) and Oh-MAM (Algorithm 2) is compared to that of ABD [1] .
Operation latency is measured in terms of the number of communication exchanges. Read operations in Algorithms 1 and 2 take 3 exchanges. Write operations in Algorithm 1 take 2 exchanges and in Algorithm 2 take 4 exchanges. Message complexity is measured in terms of the worst-case number of messages in each operation and it is obtained by examining the structure of communication exchanges. In Algorithms 1 and 2 the message complexity of read operations is |S| 2 + 2|S|. The message complexity of write operations in Algorithm 1 is 2|S| and in Algorithm 2 is 4|S|. Details are given in the optional Appendix.
Conclusions
In this work, we focused on the problem of emulating atomic read/write shared objects in messagepassing settings using three communication exchanges. We presented a SWMR algorithm where each read operation completes in three, and each write operation in two communication exchanges. We showed that it is impossible to implement a MWMR atomic object when both read and write operations complete in three communication exchanges. Motivated by this, we presented the first MWMR algorithm where each read operation completes in three, and each write operation completes in four communication exchanges. We rigorously reasoned about the correctness of our algorithms. We note that the algorithms do not impose any constrains on the number of readers (SWMR and MWMR) or the writers (MWMR) participating in the service. Both algorithms are optimal in terms of communication exchanges when unbounded participation is assumed.
Proof. The proof is divided in two cases, for a writer and a reader.
Writer case: This is easy, as the writer increments its local timestamp ts every time it invokes a new write operation.
Reader case: Since Lemma 3 holds for any two read operations, then it also holds for the case where the two read operations are invoked from the same process p ∈ R. Therefore, the timestamp of p is monotonically increasing and the lemma follows.
B Correctness: Oh-MAM for the mwmr setting
In order to show that Algorithm 2 is correct we have to show that the algorithm satisfies both liveness (termination) and atomicity (safety). Termination is satisfied with respect to our failure model: up to f servers may fail, where f < |S|/2 and each operation waits for messages from a majority of servers, |S|/2 + 1. Let us examine this in more detail.
Read Operation. Since a read operation is the same as in Algorithm 1 for the SWMR setting, liveness is preserved as reasoned in section 4.
Write Operation. Writer w finds the maximum tag by broadcasting a discover message to all servers s ∈ S and waiting to collect discoverAck replies from a majority of servers (lines 58-62 & 74-75). Since we tolerate up to f < |S| 2 crashes, then at least a majority of live servers will collect the discover message and reply to writer w. Once the maximum timestamp is found, then writer w updates its local tag (line 63) and broadcasts a writeRequest message to all servers s ∈ S. Writer w then waits to collect writeAck replies from a majority of servers before it terminates. Again at least a majority of servers will collect the writeRequest message and will reply to writer w.
Based on the above, any read or write operation will collect a sufficient number of messages and terminate. Hence, the liveness is satisfied.
Atomicity. As given in Section 4, atomicity can be expressed in terms of timestamps. Since in the multiple writer-multiple reader (MWMR) setting we extend timestamps to tags, in this section we show how algorithm 2 satisfies atomicity using tags instead of timestamps.
Monotonicity allows the ordering of the values according to their associated tags. Thus, Lemma 12 shows that the tag tag variable maintained by each process p in the system is monotonically increasing.
Lemma 12
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a server s attaches a tag tag in a message at time T , then server s attaches a tag tag ′ ≥ tag to a message at any time T ′ > T .
Proof. The local tag tag of a server s is updated only when s receives either readRelay (lines 42-43) or writeRequest messages (lines 77-79). While receiving readRequest or discover messages respectively (lines 35-36 & 74-75), server s attaches its current timestamp without update. Therefore, server's local tag tag is monotonically increasing and the lemma follows. Proof. When server s receives a tag tag at time T it updates its local tag tag s only if tag > tag s (Algorithm 1 in lines 42-43 and Algorithm 2 in lines 77-79). Since by Lemma 12 the local tag of the server monotonically increases, then at time T ′ > T , the local tag at s is tag s ≥ tag. Since s attaches a timestamp tag ′ = tag s in any message at time T ′ , then tag ′ ≥ tag and the lemma follows.
As a next step we show how atomicity property A3 is satisfied.
Lemma 13 (Property A3) In any execution ξ of the algorithm, If ρ 1 and ρ 2 are two read operations such that ρ 1 precedes ρ 2 , i.e., ρ 1 → ρ 2 , and ρ 1 returns a tag tag 1 , then ρ 2 returns a tag tag 2 ≥ tag 1 .
Proof. Let the two operations ρ 1 and ρ 2 be invoked by processes r 1 and r 2 respectively (not necessarily different). Let RSet 1 and RSet 2 be the sets of servers that reply to r 1 and r 2 during ρ 1 and ρ 2 respectively.
Let's suppose, for purposes of contradiction, that read operations ρ 1 and ρ 2 exist such that ρ 2 succeeds ρ 1 , i.e., ρ 1 → ρ 2 , and the operation ρ 2 returns a tag tag 2 which is smaller than the tag 1 returned by ρ 1 , i.e., tag 2 < tag 1 .
According to our algorithm, ρ 2 returns a tag tag 2 which is smaller than the minimum tag received by ρ 1 , i.e., tag 1 , if ρ 2 discovers a pair tag 2 , v in the readAck message of some server s x ∈ RSet 2 , and tag 2 is the minimum tag received by ρ 2 .
Let us assume that server s x replied with a pair tag ′ , v ′ to read operation ρ 1 , i.e., s x ∈ RSet 1 . By monotonicity of the timestamp at the servers (Lemma 12), and since ρ 1 → ρ 2 , then it must be the case that tag ′ ≤ tag 2 . Since, according to our assumption tag 1 > tag 2 , and since tag 1 is the smallest tag sent to ρ 1 by any server in RSet 1 , then it follows that r 1 did not receive the readAck message from s x , and hence s x / ∈ RSet 1 . Now let us examine the actions of server s x . From the algorithm, server s x collects readRelay messages from a majority of servers in S before sending readAck message to ρ 2 (lines 49-50). Let RRSet sx denote the set of servers that sent readRelays to s x . Since, both RRSet sx and RSet 1 contain some majority of the servers then it follows that RRSet sx ∩ RSet 1 = ∅.
This above means that there exists a server s i ∈ RRSet sx ∩ RSet 1 , which sent (i) a readAck message to r 1 for ρ 1 , and (ii) a readRelay message to s x during ρ 2 . Note that s i sends a readRelay message for ρ 2 only after it receives a read request from ρ 2 (lines 35-36). Since ρ 1 → ρ 2 , then it follows that s i sent the Read-Ack message to ρ 1 before sending the readRelay message to s x . Thus, by Lemma 8, if s i attaches a tag tag s i in the readAck to ρ 1 , then s i attaches a tag tag ′ s i in the readRelay message to s x , such that tag ′ s i ≥ tag s i . Since tag 1 is the minimum tag received by ρ 1 , then tag s i ≥ tag 1 , then tag ′ s i ≥ tag 1 as well. By Lemma 8, and since s x receives the readRelay message from s i before sending a readAck to ρ 2 , it follows that s x sends a tag tag 2 ≥ tag ′ s i . Therefore, tag 2 ≥ tag 1 and this contradicts our initial assumption and completes our proof.
At this point we have to show that any read operation that succeeds a write operation will receive readAck messages from the servers where each included a timestamp that is equal or greater than the one that the complete write operation returned.
Lemma 14
In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if a read operation ρ succeeds a write operation ω that writes a pair tag, v , i.e., ω → ρ, and receives readAck messages from a majority of servers RSet, then each s ∈ RSet sends a readAck message to ρ with a tag tag s s.t. tag s ≥ tag.
Proof. Let us suppose, for the purposes of the proof, that W Set is the set of servers that send a writeAck message to the write operation ω and let RRSet denote the set of servers that sent readRelay messages to server s.
Based on our assumption, write operation ω is completed. By Lemma 8, we know that if server s receives a tag tag from process p at some time T , then s attaches a tag tag ′ s.t. tag ′ ≥ tag in any message sent at any time T ′ ≥ T . Thus a majority set of servers, forming W Set, sent a writeAck message to ω with tag greater or equal to tag tag. Hence, every server s x ∈ W Set has a tag tag sx ≥ tag. Let us now examine a tag tag s that server s sends to read operation ρ.
Before server s sends a readAck message to ρ, it must receive readRelay messages for the majority of servers, RRSet (lines 49-50). Since both W Set and RRSet contain a majority of servers, then it follows that W Set ∩ RRSet = ∅. Thus, by Lemma 8, any server s x ∈ W Set ∩ RRSet has a tag tag x s.t. tag x ≥ tag.
Since server s x ∈ RRSet, and by the algorithm server's s tag is always updated to the highest tag it observes (lines 42-43), then when server s receives the message from s x , it will update its tag tag s s.t. tag s ≥ tag x . Furthermore, server s creates a readAck message where it includes its local tag and its local value, tag s , v s , and sends this readAck message within the read operation ρ (lines 49-50). Each s ∈ RSet sends a readAck to ρ with a tag tag s s.t. tag s ≥ tag x ≥ tag. Therefore, tag s ≥ tag and the lemma follows.
Lemma 15 (Property A1) In any execution ξ of the algorithm, if read operation ρ succeeds write operation ω that writes tag, v , i.e., ω → ρ, and returns a timestamp tag ′ , then tag ′ ≥ tag.
Proof. Let's suppose that read operation ρ receives readAck messages from a majority of servers RSet and has to decide on a tag tag ′ associated twith value v and then returns.
In this case, by Algorithm 1 (lines 14-16) it follows that read operation ρ decides on a tag tag ′ that belongs to a readAck message among the messages from servers in RSet; and it will be the minimum tag among all the tags that are included in messages of servers RSet, hence tag ′ = min tag.
Furthermore, since tag ′ = min tag holds and from Lemma 14, min tag ≥ tag holds, where tag is the tag returned from the last complete write operation ω, then tag ′ = min tag ≥ tag also holds. Therefore, tag ′ ≥ tag holds and the lemma follows.
C Algorithms Complexity
In this section we assess the performance of our algorithms in terms of (i) latency of read and write operations, and (ii) the total number of exchanged messages in each read and write operation. The main two factors that affect the latency of each operation is (a) computation time and (b) communication exchanges.
Computation Complexity. This factor is measured by counting the steps that the algorithm takes each time it invokes an operation. In any operation at process p, it can receive up to |S| messages. Since up to |S| comparison steps can take place in each operation, the resulting computation complexity for each operation is |S|.
Communication Complexity. Latency is measured in terms of communication exchanges. Below we analyse the communication complexity for each read/write operation for both algorithms.
SWMR write operation communication complexity.
Based on Algorithm 1, writer w sends writeRequest messages to all servers s ∈ S and waits for writeAck messages from a majority of servers. Once the writeAck messages are received, no further communication is required and the write operation terminates. Therefore, any write operation consists of 2 communication exchanges.
MWMR write operation communication complexity. Based on Algorithm 2, writer w sends discover messages to all servers s ∈ S and waits for discoverAck messages from a majority of servers. Once the discoverAck messages are received, then writer w creates a new writeRequest message and propagates it to all servers s ∈ S. It then waits for writeAck messages from a majority of servers. No further communication is required and the write operation terminates. Therefore, any write operation consists of 4 communication exchanges.
Read operation (SWMR or MWMR) communication complexity.
As a first step, reader r sends readRequest message to all servers s ∈ S, forming the first communication exchange. Once server s receives a readRequest message, ir creates a readRelay message that it broadcasts to all servers s ∈ S, forming the second communication exchange. Any active servers now waits to collect readRelay messages from a majority of servers. Once the readRelay messages are received, then the servers sends a readAck message to the reader r, forming the third communication exchange. At this point, it is important to emphasize the fact that server s does not reply to any incoming readRelay messages. Therefore, any read operation consists of 3 communication exchanges in both the SWMR and MWMR settings.
Message Complexity. We measure message complexity as the number of exchanged messages in each read and write operation. For each read and write operation (in both SWMR and MWMR settings) we analyse message complexity in the worst-case scenario where failures do not exist, meaning that all messages from a sender process arrive to all destinations.
SWMR write operation message complexity. From the communication complexity analysis we know that a write operation of Algorithm 1 (SWMR) takes 2 communication exchanges before termination. The first exchange occurs when writer w sends a writeRequest message to all servers s ∈ S. The second exchange occurs when all servers s ∈ S send a writeAck message to writer w. Hence, 2|S| messages are exchanged in any write operation.
MWMR write operation message complexity.
From the communication complexity analysis we know that a write operation in Algorithm 2 (MWMR) takes 4 communication exchanges to terminate. The first and the third exchange occurs when writer w sends discover and writeRequest messages to all servers s ∈ S respectively. The second and fourth exchanges occur when servers s ∈ S send discoverAck and writeAck messages back to writer w. Hence, 4|S| messages are exchanged in a single write operation.
Read operation message complexity (SWMR and MWMR).
From the communication complexity analysis we know that a read operation takes 3 communication exchanges to terminate. The first exchange occurs when reader r sends a readRequest message to all servers s ∈ S. The second exchange occurs when servers s ∈ S send readRelay messages to all servers s ∈ S. The final exchange occurs when servers s ∈ S send a readAck message to reader r. Therefore, |S| 2 + 2|S| messages are exchanged in any read operation in both algorithms 1 (SWMR) and algorithm 2 (MWMR).
